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Figure 1 - The study area

core study area

economically and socially. The study focuses in

Townscape Heritage Initiative (THI) bid, submitted

functioning of the town.

through the THI bid can be used to maximum

effect. The consultant team was asked to giver

particular attention to the impact of traffic

needs to explore, enhance and exploit as a driver

for economic regeneration and to improve the

quality of life for residents.

eleven week programme. A client team comprising
representatives of East Lindsey District Council’s
Conservation Team and the County Council’s

The report will also have the additional benefit

of informing future policy and in guiding new

development and other changes within the town.

could be enhanced – focussing in particular

where architectural improvements are needed to

The study has been prepared within an intensive

in which the environmental quality of the town

The Stage 1 bid identified a number of areas

these are considered important to the successful

the town so that the resources made available

that Louth has a high-quality environment which it

circulation and parking.

put forward suggestions for the wider area where

In preparing Stage 1 bid, the Council recognised

Method

identified in Figure 1. However, the study does

secured from the Heritage Lottery Fund.

appearance and economic and social vitality of

conservation areas, attention is drawn to the area

issues that have a bearing upon the physical

dictates that funded schemes are located within

understanding of the key environmental quality

emerging ideas

The Stakeholder Workshop helped to inform

consultation and engagement.

exhibition is to be held to open up wider public

and its immediate hinterland. As THI funding

The purpose of this Study is to achieve a clear

submitted in October 2004, it is intended that an

particular on central Louth – the Town Centre

that Stage 1 THI funding has been successfully

regeneration programme that builds on the fact

Lottery Fund. It is to help guide a conservation-led

Purpose

initial suggestions. Once the Stage 2 THI bid is

that the town remains a thriving community, both

further development.

This study is prepared as part of a Stage 2

by East Lindsey District Council to the Heritage

with an opportunity to inform and respond to

and quality of life of its inhabitants, but to ensure

held to provide a broader range of local people

exploited, not just to enhance its appearance

Study that begins to provide the foundations for

the study programme, a lively workshop was

departmental representatives. Mid-way through

of focussed interviews with District Council

the possibilities and potential of this outstanding
market town can be sensitively harnessed and

This feedback has been augmented by a series

In June 2004, the District Council appointed

are fully grasped.

guide emerging proposals.

helped to convey local issues and priorities, and

It seeks to do this by raising the awareness of how

inspirational document.

way in which the town functions and ensure that

opportunities for making strategic improvements

of this historic town, but it also seeks to be an

and take a broader view of issues affecting the

private and voluntary sector organisations has

Group of stakeholders from a variety of public,

of control to ensure that new development is
appropriate to the special and unique qualities

Highways Department. A wider project Steering

Importantly the Study is not just a mechanism

The Stage 2 bid seeks to build on this analysis

buildings of conservation importance.

Matrix Partnership to prepare the Urban Design

Background

Chapter 1 - Setting the scene
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effects of the huge social and technological

changes of modern times. So many of our towns

and cities have suffered significant damage to

their urban fabric as a result of these changes, but

Louth has, so far, absorbed and adapted to the

demands of the modern age. It has, for the most

part, succeeded in remaining remarkably complete

between the north and the south of England, and

east of the county town of Lincoln (see Figure 2).

Its position at the edge of the Wolds, however, is

central to the eastern part of Lincolnshire, and

local routes all focus upon Louth as the principal

market town of that area.

damaging and often irreversible changes that are

so apparent elsewhere.

remoteness from major routes and urban centres

is one of the distinctive characteristics of Louth,

extensive rural communities of east Lincolnshire.

to act as a market and service centre for the

continue doing what it always has done, namely

and is to be cherished. It has allowed Louth to

Victorian town without having suffered the highly

This position of local importance but with relative

and integrated as a substantially Georgian and

remained relatively unscathed from the damaging

lying to the east of the main rail and road routes

grown and developed over many centuries, it has

A remarkable feature of Louth is that, having

In regional terms Louth is a relatively remote town,

Sub-regional context

Chapter 2 - The wider context
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Figure 2 - Study context (sub-regional)

that, with care, sensitivity – and some inspiration
– this historic town can continue to successfully
absorb and respond to the new and often radical
changes of the modern world, and in particular
the demands of private transport.

superb historic qualities of the town are enhanced

and conserved, the historic fabric also remains

the warp and weft within which the contemporary

needs and functions of the community continue

pressures. This study seeks to show how such
environmental damage that does exist can be
addressed, but it also seeks to provide a vision of
how its superb historic physical environment can

developed, have been highly detrimental to their

historic fabric. So often changes appear to have

been too great and too rapid to be successfully

embraced.

past. It does however accept, as a fundamental

be restored to how it might have been in the

which the town can be preserved or how it might

This study does not seek to define a method by

so integrated and unspoilt by contemporary

conditions under which these towns originally

community.

remain the fabric of a flourishing contemporary

Louth is outstanding because, to date, it remains

modern life, which differ so greatly from the

to flourish. In so many towns the demands of

community. What it seeks to do is demonstrate

the town, the challenge is to ensure that whilst the

an essential and necessary element of any living

principal, that the process of ongoing change is

In shaping a framework for future development of

Economy and liveability
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legibility and accessibility

Figure 3 - Approaching the Town Centre:

car parks” rather than to “Town Centre”.

parks, then the signing should be to “Town Centre

is to encourage people to park in off-street car

the driver’s needs. For example, if the objective

the driver’s perspective, and be better related to

Town Centre. The signing could be reviewed from

there is no sign indicating that Upgate leads to the

example, approaching Upgate on Newmarket

This is not always the case at present. For

unnecessary travel on the town road network).

adequately signed (to avoid people making

It is important that destinations and routes are

materials or lighting changes.

they could mark the point at which the palette of

be marked or celebrated as such. For example

of the network of roads and paths, and they could

locations there is a change of character in terms

from out of town are indicated in Figure 3. At these

approach the town centre from the suburbs or

one gets closer, the main junctions where people

are of the elegant St James’s Church Spire. As

Louth the first glimpses from the Lincoln Road

First impressions count, and as one approaches

Approaching the town by road

Approaching the Town Centre

Figure 4 - The most sensitive parts of the town

“Drive to, not through”, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 4). This principle may be characterised as

sensitive parts of the Town Centre (identified in

possible, and to return without driving through the

to park as close to their point of approach as

An objective should be to encourage drivers

through’

Figure 5 - The principle of ‘drive to, not drive
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walks with points of interest can be an important

part of boosting tourism and visitor numbers, and

also can be a useful way of involving local artists

and communities in improving the town. A new

pedestrian route is suggested, which could be

integrated with the sculpture trail, but its route

is aligned to connect with the 0/ (Greenwich)

Meridian at various points through the town (see

countryside. All of these, however, end at the

point where they meet the town road network. In

some cases, the remaining walk into the centre is

along relatively quiet roads, and with reasonable

footway provision. In others the link could be

enhanced with better footways, removal of vehicle

crossover kerbs, and better crossing facilities.

Each of the intersect points could be marked with

a public art feature, each one different from the

enhance a network of paths linking the town

centre with the surrounding areas.

described in the box opposite.

Meridian Points, by way of example. These are

for each Meridian Point. The plan identifies 10

it stands. Different artists could be commissioned

other, and perhaps reflecting the locality in which

to other paths and routes in and around Louth.

Figure 6 shows existing and potential links to

Figure 6). This walk could be signed and linked

Louth already has a sculpture trail. Identified

surrounding

the

approaching

from

There are a number of pedestrian paths

Louth

A suggested Meridian walk

Approaching the town centre on foot

10 A Draft Urban Design Study for Louth

The disused railway track converges on the Meridian
as it approaches the town from Ludborough. If
the Meridian were marked with vertical posts or
features, this would be visible from the railway path.

The first accessible Meridian Point in the town, and
marked appropriately. It would lie to the rear of the
industrial area, and a means of access from the
railway path would have to be found.

River point. A marker where the route, the River and
the Meridian meet. This could have a water theme

Eastgate near Northgate. This part of Eastgate
is relatively wide, and there is scope to make a
prominent statement of the Meridian, perhaps
crossing the full width of the street, such as a
permanent bright beam of light on the Meridian
alignment across the street.

The existing path between Queen Street and
Kidgate is underused. By tapping in the Meridian
walk on a north-south alignment, this could become
a route focus in the town’s footpath network, giving
direct access from this point into the main shopping
area, and also (potentially) Kidgate car park. The
proximity of schools at this point means that this
location would also lend itself to an educational
theme about the globe.

There is a pub called the Boar’s Head where
the Meridian crosses Newmarket. Here is the
refreshment opportunity along the Meridian walk.
Also the Livestock Market is opposite, so this
provides another theme at this point.

The Meridian passes through a cemetery. Apart
from the opportunity to route the path partly
along the Meridian at this location, the Cemetery
provides a further potential theme for a marker. The
cemetery lies next to the livestock market. Upon
redevelopment, the opportunity could be taken to
create a path on the line og the Meridian connecting
the two sites

This is the southernmost point in Louth where the
Meridian is easily accessible. There is an existing
path to the east, and one could be created to the
west (see below). The land is rising here, and there
could be views across the town. The marker here
could be a vertical feature, so that it is visible from
paths (9 and 10 below)

Not a marker as such, but an existing path which
could be reinforced, especially where it crosses
the B1200. The existing route could link to the
tourist and recreation areas of Kenwick Park and
Legbourne to the south east.

Not a marker as such but the opportunity to create
a footpath link from Marker 8 to the west to link up
with Hubbard’s Hills.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Description

1

Meridian Point

foot: a new Meridian Walk

Figure 6 - Approaching the Town Centre on
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east lindsey
district
council to provide plan
of listed buildings

Figure 8 – The Historical legacy

original

Seventeenth

Century

planned

the town. A relatively large open space off Mercer

between two fields) defined the southern limits of

The Gatherums open space (originally a track

which snakes down to the river. Interestingly

a key route from the south, leading into Northgate,

primary role in the form of the town. Upgate forms

converge on St James’s Church – emphasising its

Eastgate follow the natural curve of the river and

are still very much evident today. Westgate and

settlement that grew up around Louth’s monastery

The

character of the central area.

entirely intact. It is a key influence in shaping the

the main urban structure, which remains almost

Armstrong’s 1778 plan shown in Figure 8 indicates

clearly evident in the organic network of streets.

The medieval origins of Louth’s Town Centre are

Historical evolution

Chapter 3 - The character of the
Town Centre

gained popularity which do so much to shape

medieval town.

Area to help ensure that this remains so. This
is backed by an Article 4 Direction, which

this core, taking on the pattern of a ‘deformed

grid’, as indicated in the 1834 plan.

listing protection is omitted.

Queen Anne and Georgian architecture emerged

often arranged within a more formal orthogonal

Figure 7 - Historical evolution

undertaken to ensure that no building worthy of

Eighteenth Century, more examples of Classical,

within the central and western parts of the town,

it is recommended that a thorough re-survey is

As the Seventeenth Century progressed into the

1894

considered to be somewhat out-of-date. To help

variety and intrigue, as we discuss later.

inform the THI-funded conservation programme,

historic and architectural significance that is now

ownership pattern that has yielded immense

is the plethora of listed buildings. Listings are

Mercer Row, where land was at a premium,

based on a survey of buildings of particular

historical integrity is respected. Also indicated

minimum street frontage that extended from

through to Kid Gate, have generated a land

architectural changes to ensure that the area’s

Interestingly, the long narrow properties with

1778

area has been designated a Conservation

town’s urban structure began to radiate out from

provides a further level of control over permitted

intact. As Figure 8 indicates, the whole central

Much of this historical legacy remains superbly

The historical legacy

As Louth’s wool-trading fortunes prospered, the

Louth’s character and cohesive urban quality.

grid. At this time the use of local brick and pantiles

Row provided the trading focus for this thriving

Figure 9- Present day block structure
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Figure 10 - Character areas

facades. Long burgage plots are located behind,
with narrow interconnecting pedestrian passages.
This Area includes the principal civic buildings,
but otherwise mostly comprises retail at ground
floor with flats and accommodation above. The
plots behind are used mostly for private parking
and mixed uses including additional residential.
Limited access often prohibits servicing from
behind retail frontages. There is virtually no public
open space and very few trees, but nonetheless
an area of high urban quality.

that shape Louth’s unique character, eight

‘Character Areas’ have been identified. Each

Area is summarised below and contains a series

of common qualities and defining characteristics

that provides a certain unity, often relating to its

historic origins and. Accompanying illustrations

are included to convey the richness of character

found in certain of these Character Areas and

also to highlight in certain instances where

unsympathetic recent changes have resulted in

this character being somewhat degraded.

Town Core

street pattern mostly fronted with later Georgian

The tight central area consists of a medieval

1. The Town Core

To begin to understand the special qualities

Defining local character

A Draft Urban Design Study for Louth 15
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Chequergate

architecture and gap sites reduce its potential.

of rich and varied urban quality, but some recent

especially east of Kidgate car park. It is an area

Generally it is an area prone to redevelopment,

character, with a variety of use cheek-by-jowl.

often untidy ensemble creates an intriguing

and public open space at The Gatherums. An

small businesses, under-used and vacant land

residential, car parks serving the Town Centre,

but other land uses include additional courtyard

the Town Centre. It is mostly a residential area,

often larger and less intensively used than in

development is mostly tight, but plots behind are

interconnecting pedestrian routes. Edge of street

It is generally organic in character with some

street pattern with frontages still mostly intact.

The edge of the Town Centre area has an historic

2. Established Edge of Centre

Although many Georgian

Much of this takes up

often

sits

uncomfortably

with

Recent

However the impact

more unifying way.

opportunity to bind east and west together in a

now routing around the ring road, there is now an

of the A16 traffic. With extraneous through-traffic

this has been exacerbated by the severance effect

to be located to the west. In more recent times

town houses, often with Georgian origins, tending

to somewhat divide the town socially – with larger

The Louth Street – Upgate line has always tended

4. Western Fringes

interconnecting pedestrian routes.

behind traditional frontages. There are very few

because they are situated off principal streets and

of these developments is generally reduced

architectural statements.

earlier development without contributing quality

the scale, form, materials and building line of

development

traditional grain of the Town Centre.

parks, and these are inconsistent with the finer

large sites, especially the supermarkets and car

by later development.

street frontages, these often appear fragmented

and Victorian buildings still exist, mostly defining

historic urban grain.

expense of urban quality and particularly the

change of character. This has often been at the

recent years that has resulted in a general

subject to some significant redevelopment in

Edge of Centre character area, but it has been

This area is somewhat similar to the Established

3. Transitional Edge

George street

A Draft Urban Design Study for Louth 17
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suburban character and includes houses from
the Victorian era to the present day. Although the
area has some unique features, it is largely typical
of its kind and located beyond the Conservation
Area boundary is of no direct relevance to the
Urban design Study. It should be noted that the
Wider Suburban Area includes some large sites
in other uses including the cattle market site off
Newmarket, school sites and former grain store
to the north-east. It also includes the historic
Riverhead area, which is included within the

and north-east of the Town Centre define this

Character Area designation. The area consists

generally of typical Victorian dwellings in terraces

that create a well-defined building frontage,

set back from pavement edge behind small

front gardens. Side passages or characteristic

archways provide access to rear of properties.
wholly

These

residential neighbourhoods unlikely to change

significantly. There

are

established
few

and
interconnecting

almost

layout and institutional buildings have a character
of their own.

An extensive area to the west of the Town Centre

consisting of large, mostly detached houses set

Centre in particular.

contrast markedly with the more urban Town

the leafy skyline of this part of the town and which

large mature trees that contribute significantly to

in substantial plots. The gardens often contain

interrupt the urban fabric and with their introverted

In amongst the outlying areas, large school sites

8. Large School Sites

6. Extensive Green Lanes

having a ‘leafy’ character.

private gardens, but one would not describe it as

pedestrian routes. Some trees are located in

are

eastern limits of the Conservation Area.

The Town Centre’s wider hinterland is of varied

mostly

streets

situated on rising ground to the south, north-west

residential

Several

parallel

7. Wider Suburban Areas

5. Terraced Victorian Neighbourhoods

analysis

that

is

integrated

commercial core

Degraded areas on the periphery of the main

and unresolved breaks in the townscape

Corner and gap sites, which form unpleasant

buildings

The general level of repair of historic

floors’)

The unproductive use of upper floors (‘brown

shop fronts

The loss of architectural features, particularly

number of features of the town and makes some

in 1993 remains highly relevant. It identifies a

The Georgian Group, which although prepared

report on the townscape of the Town Centre by

was accompanied by a perceptive and thorough

materials, roofscape and sensitive signage and

The bid also identifies the importance of

•

•

•

•

•

improved:

the environmental quality of the town could be

here. It identifies the following areas in which

into the Urban Design Study but not repeated

characterisation

1 Bid (May 2003) provides interesting and useful

The Louth Townscape Heritage Initiative Stage

The Townscape Heritage Initiative

Insensitive signage

highlighted in the box opposite.

with its historic environment. Key findings are

very useful and apposite comments about change

Recommends a formal conservation strategy for the future enhancement of the town and its Conservation

•

•

•

•

•

•

Commends ELDC’s advisory leaflets on maintaining historic buildings and draws attention to the loss of

•

Identifies the need for well-defined design briefs.

these less protected areas.

Importantly the report discusses new retail development on edge of town centre locations and the effect on

Identifies gap and corner site issue and the proliferation of unsightly car parks.

Identifies the problem of sign proliferation and crude pavement reinstatement after services work.

Commends initiatives to improve the streetscape through careful detailing (signage and materials)

Also concrete slates and pantiles and the inappropriate use of cement-based mortar for re-pointing.

architectural quality in creeping changes, notably UPVC windows and mass-produced stained hardwood doors.

Identifies importance of walling and, in passing, issues of paving material, detailing and maintenance.

architecture in the town. Makes reference to the town’s “less polite” architectural character.

Discusses issue of design of modern buildings in the historic environment and the lack of quality contemporary

Useful discussion of contextural design and new build and review (rather lenient) of recent examples.

Identifies lack of tree planting in [the former] Leo’s car park

•

•

•

Identifies the problem of inappropriate shop fronts as well as showing examples of successful restorations and

•

contemporary hanging signs.

Identifies problem of some fine buildings currently unused.

•

preserved and fall prey to misdirected alterations. (Article 4 Directions some help)

Area. Also recommends a re-survey to ensure that buildings currently without listed building protection can be

Identifies dangers of low quality redevelopment. (Halifax Building)

Consistent, contained height of development in the town centre. Contrasting prominence of St James’s Church.

•

•

Issues identified by The Georgian Group (1993)
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of these routes has deteriorated and there

interesting features. In places, the quality

north-south – are one the centre’s most

Louth’s alleyways – particularly traversing

3. Alleyways

a result.

undermined the quality of the streetscene as

parking placed on forecourts – and have

from this building line – sometimes with

Some recent buildings have stepped back

bay windows facing onto the public realm.

frequently spaced front doors, shopfronts and

tend to adhere to a common building line, with

street frontage. In attractive streets, buildings

Louth’s urban structure is the consistency of

One of the principal unifying elements to

2. Street Frontage

largely intact.

that the urban grain is respected and remains

uses, but every effort must be taken to ensure

to accommodating contemporary commercial

accommodate larger building types geared

be pressures to amalgamate plots and to

to ‘rationalise’ this away. There will inevitably

In looking to the future, one must be careful not

types contained within narrow Burgage plots.

‘graininess’ – an immense diversity of building

The central area of Louth has a fascinating

1. Urban Grain

worthy of emphasis:

merged from this characterisation study are

Some of the key urban design features that have

warning signs

Particular features of note… but also some

20 A Draft Urban Design Study for Louth

Ramsgate perspective

for

the town’s slopes. Yet most of Louth’s recent
buildings have had very limited architectural
design input. On occasion they appear ‘lowest
common denominator detailing’ has been
introduced to keep costs as low as possible.
This is a rather troubling sign.

another dimension to the town and so much

intrigue to the visitor. They often have a rather

‘messy’ character and yet it is this messiness

that provides their intrinsic quality. Sometimes

they are accessed via attractive archways to

architectural richness, they are often unified
by the use of the once locally manufactured
red brick. Contemporary buildings have used
a variety of bricks that are often quite out of
place with their context. The use of yellow
brick is particularly inappropriate.

gates

and new buildings are being inserted into

rear courtyards that previously provided

a ‘breathing space’ between townhouse

dwellings or low cost workshop space. This

Louth’s backlands.

ensure this process doesn’t sweep away

Design guidance could be introduced to

(PPG3) pressure to develop brownfield land.

process is being furthered by planning policy

insensitive

are being erected around private courts

pavers,

with

concrete

Although Louth’s buildings have tremendous

‘sanitised’ – surfaces are being re-surfaced

backland spaces are being progressively

the street. There is some evidence that these

6. Use of local materials

change in level is introduced to step up one of

frontages,

but also the ‘backland’ spaces that provide

street

tremendously

attractive

curves around a corner, or where it a gentle

this is evidenced in the way a building gently

Louth’s quality is not just the product of the

4. Backlands

properties,

instance, have beautiful detailing. Sometimes

Georgian

Victorian

must not be allowed to happen.
and

Louth has an incredible concentration of
listed buildings – and even the more modest

by encroaching private development. This

5. Architectural detailing

thoroughfares have been blocked up altogether

have been instances whereby these public

Kidgate perspective
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Figure 11 - Key Urban Design issues

Strong, consistent building line

•

•

•

•

•

something of a missed opportunity

Breaks in the building frontage that

building line

Centre streets with a strong, consistent

Building frontage along the principal Town

sites are developed, sometimes insensitively

to potentially damaging change as backland

Centre Character Area’ that is susceptible

The fact that along much of its length there is
no public access along the river – constituting

•
Much of the ‘Established Edge of Town

principal Town Centre streets

Buildings of low architectural quality where
replacement buildings should be encouraged

that one experiences along some of the

•

western end of Eastgate

Street
The numerous ‘visual axis’ – the long views

Cornmarket, Market Place, Mercer Row and

- St James’s Church spire from George

Principal public urban spaces that constitute
the Town Centre’s core – in particular the

•

Place

- the view of the market tower from Market

Principal landmarks, notably St James’s
Church, Town Hall, Market tower, bus station

•

from Westgate

- the classic view of St James’s Church spire

Publicly accessible green space

Prominent trees in the Town Centre
•

Some of the principal views, including

Kidgate car park

Low quality open spaces where improvement
works should be considered

experiences looking northward from the
•

•

•

The panorama across the rooftops that one

Gap sites that provide potential development

•

be borne in mind, including:

opportunities

that cut through the block structure

North-south pedestrian routes (alleyways)

•

considered within its wider context. Figure 11
identifies some of the key urban design issues to

car park

notably the BT Exchange site and Kidgate

undermine the quality of the streetscape,

It is important that any new development is

Key urban design issues
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Figure 12 - Space given over to cars
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Mercer Row

Aerial View
penetration of the town centre, conversion of one-

situation

pedestrian environment.

Louth’s pattern of narrow streets, one-way

intrusion for all, and street crossing difficulties
and disruption for pedestrians. The character of
the town centre is overshadowed by parked and
moving vehicles, and by the extensive paving,
signing and marking deemed to be necessary to
support this vehicle activity.

to one-way operation. The only existing one-way
streets that could easily allow two-way operation
are Northgate (between Vickers Lane and
Cannon Street), Eastgate east of its junction with
Market Place, and Mercer Row (which in any case

space for kerbside loading or parking.

in any of these locations would greatly reduce

is currently two-way for buses). Two way operation

the streets of central Louth causes major visual

and
(as illustrated in Figure 13). Within

parking

many of the core streets there is little alternative

on-street

servicing

for

space

sufficient

The present level of vehicle penetration through

and would remove opportunities for improving the

land given over to cars in central Louth. Within
operation maintains traffic flow and provides

major disruption and inconvenience for drivers

Figure 12 emphasises the significant amount of

way streets to two-way operation would lead to

We conclude that with present levels of vehicular

Street hierarchy and circulation: the existing

Chapter 4 - Movement in and
around the town centre

Figure 13 Current circulation and main car parks
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Figure 14 The Eastgate Street ‘Pinch Point’

BT Exchange site. This could be served directly

more attractive possibility would be the present

would be complex and its capacity is limited. A

well located for parking, although implementation

private parking) could be considered. It would be

of Kidgate (currently underused buildings and

Bridge Street (B1520). The site at the corner

of creating a car park accessible from Upgate/

it would be desirable to consider the feasibility

the west side of the Town Centre. For this reason

would be necessary if parking were available on

more traffic through the Town Centre streets than

to the east of Eastgate has the effect of bringing

The fact that most of main parking opportunities lie

(see Figure 14).

Eastgate meets Northgate; a classic bottleneck

of eastbound traffic converge onto one lane where

leave the town centre. In effect, four or five lanes

Street) is also turned back along Eastgate to

Street traffic (except that exiting south via Aswell

with Northgate. In addition, much of the Queen

west, converge on Eastgate and the junction

main car parks from the north, west and south

arises from the fact that all the routes to the

or slow moving, especially in Eastgate. This

There are times of the day when traffic is halted

The ‘Pinch Point’ through Eastgate Street

provide a better ambience, more enjoyable, and

of motor vehicles at certain times of the day would

bring. A Town Centre freed from the stranglehold

exposed to the benefits that such a change could

other hand, these same people have not been

parking habits, which may be unpopular. On the

many people changing their route patterns and

penetrates the Town Centre. This would involve

the volume of parked and moving traffic that

character if measures were taken to reduce

The town of Louth could be transformed in

Potential improvements to the circulation network

improvements to be introduced.

routes feeding into it, emphasising the need for

this critical section of Eastgate and the main

traffic accidents in central Louth occur on

It is noted that almost all the recently recorded

complete redevelopment.

could then be considered for reduction in size, or

parks on the east side, and one or more of these

in this way would reduce pressure on the car

of parking capacity on the west side of the centre

need to drive through the town centre. Provision

could reach this car park and return without the

coming into Louth from the North, West or South

via Chequergate from Bridge Street. People

Figure 15 Potential street hierarchy

to understand the new system.

often evaporates once people have had a chance

provoke negative public response, but that this

well known that any change has a tendency to

any decision to modify or reverse it is taken. It is

network should be given time to “bed in” before

would recommend that any future revisions of the

opposition shortly after implementation. We

Centre, but were reversed in the face of public

some of the one-way operation in the Town

were made in the late 1990s, involving reversing

that revisions to the traffic circulation system

placed above traffic objectives. It is understood

may be possible if environmental objectives are

designed to illustrate that a different circulation

to subject this to rigorous analysis or testing. It is

limited time and resources available for this study

16 overleaf. It has not been possible within the

to the circulation system are shown in Figure

figure 15). The associated proposed revisions

centre be designated as a 20mph zone (see

It is suggested that the whole of the town

and facilities, including evening activity.

particular a more varied range of shops, services

lead to new activity and could encourage in

often, and to stay longer when they do. This would

of view, this could encourage people to visit more

safer visits to the centre. From a business point
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changes to provide pedestrian priority

Figure 16 Suggested traffic circulation

Northgate/Eastgate junction facing westwards

Eastgate is one of the main pedestrian routes into
the Town Centre, and between the Town Centre
and one of the main supermarkets (Somerfields).
Yet pedestrians are forced into Church Road

There are two key junctions that require

improvement in the short term to increase safety

and to benefit pedestrians and cyclists:Eastgate

and Northgate.

The warning sign to drivers is indicative of

the alignment of the respective carriageways. In

roundabout to traffic signal operation. Full

cycle lane in Eastgate adds to the problem.

should be a top priority project.

audit and redesign. The cycle lane should be

This should be a top priority project.

to conversion of the junctio to signal operation.

removed. Serious consideration should be given

with an “all green” phase for pedestrians. This

This junction should be the subject of a detailed

pedestrian phases should be provided, preferably

This junction should be converted from mini-

footways at the junction are very narrow. The

walking to and from Northgate car parks and the

the very unsatisfactory nature of this junction.

of oncoming traffic from Eastgate is obscured.

of Eastgate are dangerous, partly because of

addition, this junction is heavily used by pedestrians

not on the desire line, and moreover the view

The opposing two way and one-way sections

to use the pedestrian crossing. The crossing is

Eastgate and Church Road

Eastgate and Northgate junctions

Northgate could be returned to two-way working
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Figure 17 Bus Routes

mobility.

thorough review of public transport potential,
not simply as a marginal social service (as it is
at present), but to create quality services that
could provide a realistic alternative to the car for a

this facility, from an urban design viewpoint it
takes a large slice of important frontage at the
corner of Church Street and Queen Street. The

these services almost impossible to use except

for regular users who are dependent upon them.

fares and good information and marketing can

significantly boost patronage. This is difficult in

stops oposite one another in Mercer Row, and

information boards at all stops showing where to

board for each route.

In addition services are operated with large and

ancient double deck vehicles that are intrusive,

noisy and polluting, and inaccessible for people

with physical disabilities. This is a double bind

could be better advertised by the provision of bus

loops, which are far removed from best practice.

a 5 minute walk from Market Place), and most

away from the core of the Town Centre (about

underused compared to its capacity. It is located

In terms of its function, the bus station is

the bus station.

redesign of the kerbs and parking bay alongside

provide access to services in both directions;

Market Place and Eastgate do not. This fact

uncomfortable. This should be reinstated by

Services in the town operate as long one-way

making walking on this side inconvenient and

Public transport routing allows Mercer Row to

west side of Church Street has been interrupted,

been not fully explored. Also, the footway on the

passenger).

Lincolnshire Call Connect service as a model.

and would be used only by people who do not

have access to a car (either has a driver or

services to serve the town, perhaps using the

The town services are of very poor quality

could have provided overlooking appears to have

opportunity to combine it with other uses that

stops and information is required. Consideration

should be given to creating demand responsive

station itself is not directly overlooked and the

A complete review of service patterns, routes,

Town services

not impossible.

the deregulated bus operating environment, but

The main recommendation would be for a
of

quality

have

than the bus station) or at what times makes

vehicles combined with low and simplified

the

is open to question. Whereas recent changes

information as to where these buses stop (other

this. Higher frequency services and high quality

improved

The role and viability of the new bus station

from the recently built bus station. The paucity of

will still be opportunities to reduce the extent of
undoubtably

The bus station

villages in Lincolnshire, and these operate to and

heavily reliant on private road transport, there

Quality Contract.

be undertaken within the context of a Statutory

such an exercise would almost certainly have to

operators and the lack of investment to date,

larger number of users. Given the pattern of small

centre.

the need for such a lay-over facility within the town

methods of operation could in any case remove

Other services link Louth with other towns and

functioning at the time of survey.

Longer distance services

and expensive facility for this purpose. Alternative

station seems to be an unnecessarily elaborate

serving a predominantly rural hinterland will be

information display at the new bus station was not

routes, times and frequencies. An electronic

over” time may be useful for operators, the bus

board in Mercer Row. While providing for bus “lay-

passengers apparently choose to alight and

travel to and from a small town such as Louth,

hours of operation. While it is acknowledged that

services have low frequencies and restricted

services in and to the town to understand bus

for anyone other than habitual users of the bus

the long and tortuous routes taken by the buses

are precisely those who are likely to have limited

Public transport information is woeful. It is difficult

since the people who will be most tolerant of

Public transport use is at a low level and most

Public transport and taxis
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Figure 18 Routes to nearest public car park

incontestable in the case of the Market place.

Mercer row and other places, but in our view is

that could occur. This argument applies also in

to everyone in the town, and the increased trade

paid instead to the benefits that would accrue

these parking spaces, but attention should be

will offer strong resistance to the removal of

of the town. It is acknowledged that some people

yet it destroys one of the principal public assets

centre benefit from this parking provision, and

Only a tiny proportion of visitors to the Town

of what is the prime public space in the town.

demand is lowest. This is an extremely poor use

on non-market days when, somewhat perversely,

Market Place currently is filled with parked cars

the few who derive a benefit from it.

particularly disruptive to many by comparison to

out of Cornmarket in search of a parking bay is

on-street provision were made. Driving in and

traffic through the centre than would occur if no

This behaviour may actually encourage more

car park if no on-street opportunity presents itself.

opportunity, but then will go on to an off-street

through the centre looking out for a parking

On-street parking is valued by drivers who pass

Parking arrangements and usability

•

•

•

improvements with no need for road markings

Shrewsbury: attractive streetscape

Church.

Potentially Westgate, north of St James’s

Cannon Street); and

Northgate (between Vickers Lane and

status);

that are a hang-over from its former A Road

carriageway width and double yellow lines

and Mercer Row – with and excessive

Upgate (particularly between Kidgate

examples include:

prohibited except at structured bays. Notable

a traffic regulation zone within which parking is

should be given to their removal, by introducing

historic parts of the town centre. Consideration

Yellow lines are a particular visual eyesore in the

Figure 19 Access to car parks
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Buntingford- after

Buntingford- before streetscape improvements
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its construction.

shield the structure from view, and to help fund

indeed a need for) associated development to

of these sites there would be opportunities (and

to be driven through the Town Centre. On each

South and North without the need for vehicles

to it and from it could be made from the West,

valuable as a significant car park since access

become available. The latter would be especially

contenders, as would the BT site should this

Co-op, and large Northgate car parks might be

to be converted to a multi storey operation. The

however, be reduced in scale if one or more were

The present car parks close to the centre could,

create a quality experience and environment.

vehicles away from those destinations in order to

main destinations in the town, and keeping

convenience of having car parking close to the

There is a balance to be struck between

Rationalising parking provision

Creating streets for people

Buxdenhude, Germany

Niemberg, Germany

Market Square

•

movement for those with mobility difficulties.

as removal of kerbs which act as a barrier to

pedestrian improvements are also identified such

summarises the results of a walking audit. Other

centre. These are shown in Figure 20, which

and enhancing pedestrian links within the

There are a number of opportunities for creating

and spaces.

special character and function of these streets

paving and materials code to distinguish the

from a public realm strategy incorporating a

frontage, retail and other facilities) would benefit

The core area of the centre (with intensive active

discussed in Chapter 6.

The principals of potential re-landscaping are

The area around St James’ church; and

•

enhancements are required:

There are two key spaces where major

centre

Pedestrian links and spaces within the town

Figure 20 Walking audit
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strategy to reduce traffic movements through the

or those with pushchairs.

•

•

distinctions between vehicular and pedestrian
surfaces (where safe to do so) and controlling
the levels of vehicular access through the Town
Centre throughout the day and at certain times
during the week. Such measures need to be fully

parking – giving rise to safety hazards, noise

and pollutions. Of course much of this traffic is

required for the commercial well-being of the town

and yet current arrangements push people onto

narrow pavements in tight, busy streets that are

activities in the town, and especially

between the need for private motor access

and parking and other activities including

pedestrian access.

changing needs.

pedestrian and other surfaces, blurring some

town, able to adapt and evolve to serve

Retain a sensitive balance between all

pedestrian crossing places. Landscape detailing

so. They have become dominated by the car

should seek to reintegrate road surfaces with

for the pedestrian and acknowledging principal

changed very significantly in the 100 years or

remain the living commercial heart of the

through-traffic) - both in terms of movement and

underused or unnecessary carriageway space

Allow opportunities for the Town Centre to

(despite the ring road removing extraneous

include calming traffic, claiming unused or

themselves, as spaces between buildings, have

environment in which to live and work.

therefore

in appearance and in character, the streets

Proposals

Whilst built form has remained relatively constant

qualities of the town as an outstanding

4

appearance, into the fabric of the town.

their social functions and their appearance.

should seek to:

Chapter

streets more sympathetically, both in use and

overall fabric of the town, particularly in terms of

for the Town Centre is developed. At its heart this

in

thoroughfares, but that there is a need to integrate

reintegrating streets more closely back into the

outlined

the need to retain streets as principal movement

town. A range of measures are proposed for

it is recommended that an urban design strategy

Identify and conserve the essential historic

their use as places for people. It acknowledge

Building on the analysis of the preceding chapters,

•

more convivial. This places greater emphasis on

intrusive parking undermines the quality of the

A key aim should therefore be to make streets

Square and Cornmarket are prime examples.

impromptu meeting and public use space - Market

narrow foorpaths require attention

Awkward kerbs for the mobility impaired and

location of primary car parks.

space for interaction. This is a greater issue in
Louth as there is so little calm public space for

Town Centre by traffic routing and the strategic

streets lose their role as social places – with little

In these instances

integrated with the wider vehicular management

particularly problematic for the mobility impaired

the expense of pedestrians. Excessive tarmac,

the town. Yet in places vehicles dominate at

The street network provides the lifeblood of

i) The primacy of the street

The proposed strategy has nine core elements:

Strategy elements

road markings, over-sized junctions and visually

Overall urban design strategy aims

Chapter 5 – Urban design strategy
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Soest, Germany

through routes, avoiding dead ends and corners

•

•

effectively and threaded together via pedestrian
routes. Creation of new spaces for people needs
to be closely related to the street improvement
strategy described above as regards winning
new pedestrian space. It also requires a high level
of design input to ensure the best use of space

but not a comfortable space to linger.
Although traffic volumes are relatively
light down Westgate, speeding can
create hazardous pedestrian conditions.
Carriageway widths are over-sized and the
space unnecessarily dominated by junctions.
A new riverside public open space is soon

available.

existingspaces therefore need to be used more

This is an attractive setting for the Church,

Spout Yard

desire to maintain tight built fabric of town. Small

Gap sites could be improved

in the Town Centre, not least because of the

of the wider potential, discussed in Chapter 6.
The area around St. James’s Church.

appropriate.

significant
opportunities to create new public open space

would ideally be developed within the context

any

There

developing landscaping proposals. This work

be

well-placed trees, in moderation, would be

to the Town Centre townscape, and a few new

A few key trees make an important contribution

that can be more readily claimed by undesirables.

of space – but with significantly better quality.

new buildings would result in a smaller quantity

quality. The Groundwork Trust is currently
to

parking on non-market days.

overlooked, and is of rather low overall

unlikely

yet is completely dominated by traffic and

space, but it is not signposted, not

are

This in many ways is the heart of Louth and

This is the Town Centre’s principal green

Market Place

street environment.
•

would result in improvements to the overall

spaces:
The Gatherums

redevelopment should be explored where this

explored for enhancing the following existing open

•

In principle such spaces should be located on

Opportunities for relandscpaing or potential

especially green space. Opportunities should be

unsafe after dark. Sometimes the introduction of

poorly integrated into the wider urban fabric.

Town Centre public open space is very limited,

spaces have little overlooking at present and feel

increase natural surveillance. Several of the

These are generally of low quality and

End-of-terrace gap sites.

town and wider sub-region, though within the

•

onto these spaces should be encouraged to

Town Centre and riverside

Hubbard Hills provides a major amenity for the

of the spaces available. Active frontages facing

explored for enhancing connections to the

parks and squares

Better signposting would help to raise awareness

to be established. Opportunities should be

ii) Grasping opportunities for new and improved
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individuality, quality and attention to detail.

in Louth are of obvious value in defining the

being often haphazard and largely unplanned
in the manner that the fronts have been, are

to find a standard red brick for all or most new

development in the town (perhaps tiles too).

Almost every new development in the town over

the last 20 years appears to have used a different

brick, much at the expense of urban quality.

place to restore and improve shop fronts and to

encourage use of upper floors over shops, part

funded by the Stage One THI programme of

works.

However, whilst the frontages may be well
protected, the ‘backlands’ areas, as they might be

generally imitations of past styles. Whilst new

buildings must respect the history of the town

and the context of its surroundings, there seems

to be a real opportunity for a more assured use

of contemporary design expression. Should not

new buildings “speak of their own age”? The great

tradition of British architecture has been just that,

and should not this tradition be maintained? A

range of measures can be considered for applying

a more proactive urban design strategy based

inappropriate details inserted in recent years,

These include

especially doors and windows.

UPVC, fake and inappropriate leading, stained

glass windows and pastiche, off-the-shelf retro

doors. There appears to be a need for much

tighter control and enforcement if there is not to

be an increasing erosion of townscape quality in

the future.

very limited palette of materials.

in a town such as Louth that traditionally uses a

richness, the effect can be surprisingly cohesive

more formal frontages. Despite this variety and

a fascinating contrast to their tightly defined and

roofs, extensions, windows, walls and courtyards,

invariably appear as an almost chaotic jumble of

overall fabric, quality and history of the town. They

Most recent architecture is a pastiche – and

have

had

Area

within

Conservation

as part of this study found that many buildings

the

nonetheless very much an integral part of the

However the assessment of the town undertaken

and spaces of these same buildings, whilst

rightly protected. However the back elevations

character and quality of the Town Centre, and are

The buildings fronting onto the principal streets

iv) Focusing on the backlands

In addition there seems to be a very real need

including greater attention to details.

Legislation already exists, such as the Article 4

fabric. Some excellent initiatives are already in

of architectural treatment in planning applications,

insensitive or inappropriate modern developments.

builder-led to encourage high quality outcomes.

that ensures projects are design-led, rather than

design and development procurement strategy

Direction, to conserve its historic buildings and

Addressing this issue demands higher standards

integrated urban fabric. It is remarkably free of

the whole town. Central Louth has a contiguous,

the historic building line), new buildings often lack

the principal quality is the overall appearance of

land there may be opportunities for adopting a

(such as tight frontage onto roads to maintain

There is much fine architecture in the town, but

forward proactive suggestions. On Council-owned

Whilst they often adhere to basic principles

Contemporary Architecture

on a policy of anticipating change and putting

New buildings are often very disappointing.

iii) Encouraging Sensitively Designed
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character and yet, are somewhat under threat

The backlands contribute so much to Louths

as the Co-op supermarket and the BT Exchange
development, but to the south of the Town Centre,
much remains intact. It does however appear
very susceptible to significant redevelopment and
change over the coming years, not least because
of the rather marginal uses found in the area.

consequently poorly protected from significant
and often quite unsympathetic development, even
though they are historically part of the immediate
context of protected frontages. These areas are
therefore often regarded as ‘soft’ sites for many
kinds of development, with little planning control

historic character and grain of the remaining
‘backland’ areas are an integral part of the historic
fabric of the town. A strong recommendation is
put forward that these be conserved and that they

of the intrinsic quality of these areas has now
been lost through low quality or insensitive
redevelopment as service yards, relief roads,
large footprint outlets or stores and the like.

not to say that change should be resisted - these
areas offer great potential for new activities – but it
is considered important that the essential informal
character, the scale of the buildings and plots, the
quality of materials and the overall richness of the
area generates its own potential that should be
conserved and respected.

still remains substantially intact as well as
being widely visible from many roads and
footways around the town. They comprise a rich
and interesting blend of small back lane and
courtyard residential uses and small commercial
businesses that give this area its own special
quality and sense of ‘busy-ness’. Many of these

town centre the traditional linear grain of burgage

archway or down a passage. To the north of the

gardens, often tantalisingly glimpsed through an

and others offer delightful small private town

have been redeveloped as residential courtyards

spaces are now used as informal car parks, some

all kinds of opportunistic development. This is

The character and quality of the ‘backlands’

should not be allowed to become a free-for–all for

It is one of the findings of this report is that the

imposed. In many towns across the UK much

and little or no architectural consideration being

plots has been swept away in developments such

termed, have invariably been little appreciated and
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designs for surface materials, street furniture
and lighting for instance. This could also draw out
particular details of individual character areas.

The spire at a distance,

or intrinsic legibility.

the market clocktower, the hierarchy of roads

all create a clear overall urban structure. It is

of the town or to give it different identity. There
are poor levels of light along several well-used
pedestrian routes. The Town Centre warrants a

existing signage tends to route the visitor through

the town’s most sensitive streets, exacerbating

potential pedestrian conflict.

Spout Yard public park.

danger that this could be the case with the new

found by visitors to the town, and there is a

The Gatherums, for example, is probably rarely

often appear as private spaces.

particularly poorly signposted and entrances

to navigate. Louth’s fascinating alleyways are

clear, north-south routes are rather more difficult

Whereas east-west movement on foot is relatively

troublesome to locate.

The Tourist Information office is particularly

visitor in terms of way-finding and interpretation.

poor quality. There is very little on offer for the

alleyways would assist legibility

materials. The north-south alleyways also require
through-vision, whilst avoiding over-lighting.

attention. Improved lighting should enable clear

Better signage and lighting of Louth’s

to emphasise attractive street frontages and

white lighting. Low-level lighting could be used

sodium street lighting should be replaced with

personal safety. Out-dated orange low-pressure

attractiveness, boost legibility and enhance

buildings and open spaces to enhance overall

particular lighting scheme that accentuates key

and does little to express the different quarters

obvious to visitor and as discussed in Chapter 4,

Where signage does exist it is generally of

Lighting in Louth is a very unused resource

car or by foot without signs. However parking is not

relatively obvious how to find the Town Centre by

design of public spaces. This would integrate

only encompass better signposting, but also the

The strategy for improving legibility should not

The town centre enjoys quite good ‘natural’

v) Enhancing Legibility
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4 but includes:

protected and enhanced. New development

potential – for instance between Broadbank and
Bridge Street. A new Broadbank park could be

unnecessary town centre movement

in back burgage plots is to be expected and

site. Improved connections between the canal
basin area and Town Centre could also be

in order to free up one or two smaller town
centre car parks for new built development.

Louth’s network of alleyways linking to principal

streets through frontages and providing new

wherever possible and offer positive examples of

urban design strategy seeks to anticipate change

grasped.

BT Exchange proposal later in Chapter 6.

as the potential impact of incorporating such large

how problems can be overcome and opportunities

frontage and character, as we show on our

development should be approached with caution

commercial development. It is important that the

intensifies for town centre housing and further

traditional fine-grained urban fabric.

dead space, but wherever possible provide

change will continue to take place as demand

No town can be preserved in aspic. Incremental

ix) Anticipating change

format buildings can be very damaging to the

town – ensuring they are not just treat as

close to town centres, in Louth’s instance such

Integrating car parks into the fabric of the

generally encourages such development in and

impact of parking bays

•

Using paved surfaces to reduce the visual

carriageway dimensions allow

DIY sheds, for instance. Although planning policy

•

There are known to be certain commercial

pressures in the town for larger superstores and

•

pedestrian connections.

targeted.

access through the redeveloped BT Exchange

(potentially including new decked structures)

opportunities should be explored for extending

Providing on-street parking where

created on a through route, which could include

where sensitively designed to be encouraged,

Intensify the use of some larger parking sites

•

publicly accessible river frontage where there is

the location of car parks to minimise

compounds and buildings that turn away from

Exploiting opportunities for re-balancing

strategy should be developed to open up further

Spout Yard is to open up new frontage and a

The river provides a much under-utilised resource.

viii) Making more of the river

the street. Whereas courtyard development

•

This has been discussed extensively in Chapter

The variety of Louth’s central area should be

should avoid ‘fortress’ tendencies – with gated

vii) Rationalising parking provision

vi) Promoting active frontages

The river is a much under-used resource
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Figure 22 – Opportunity sites and spaces

The Cattle Market (site 14)

•

•

•

Privately under-used buildings and open

Q)

Private car parks (sites A, D, E, F, L, N and

For the privately owned sites these consist of:

The Gatherums public open space (site 4)

8, 9, 12 and 13).

Council-owned public car parks (sites 3, 5, 6,

fairly poorly designed landscaped spaces.

highway sightline standards. These tend to be

been the product of imposed County Council

(sites 1,2, 6 and 10) that are likely to have

There are four small open space gap sites

•

•

•

publicly owned sites these comprise:

fall into a number of distinct categories. For the

ownership. These are indicated in Figure 22 and

differentiates between sites in public and private

about improvements can be considered and

sites and spaces where interventions to bring

Tables A and B provide an audit of opportunity

Audit of opportunity sites and spaces

Chapter 6 - Key sites and spaces:
Guidance for change

Market Place is a thriving space for people on
market day...but at other times of the week is
dominated by parked cars

associated with St James’s Church.

landscape improvements to the public
space.

and immediately available for ‘early win’
improvements. We would emphasise:

-

a strategic plan that consider the potential
to co-ordinate improvement of adjacent
sites

Upgate and Northgate, for instance,
which would be introduced alongside
streetscape improvements for these

Lane (site P)

landscape improvements and establishing
heart of Louth. Market Place should

this with a high quality scheme as the

(site J) and potentially the gap site on Vickers

the derelict building on Northgate (site H), the

existing public car parks (see below).

corner site Church Street / Monks Dyke Head

improvement scheme, including conversion of

up the capacity for partial development of
Re-landscaping of Market Place and

is likely to be interested in pursuing an

regeneration programme will help to free

the Cornmarket – building on existing

b) Privately owned sites where the owner

parking capacity upfront in the

principal streets. Creating additional

must be undertaken within the context of

The creation of on-street parking at

Landscaping of The Gatherums, but this

introduction of a new corner house) and

-

of new development (the potential

such are fully within the Council’s control

could potentially comprise a combination

Spring Gardens / Gatherums area. This

a) in District Council ownership, and as

These constitute sites that are either:

programme of works for the Kidgate /

-

use, not for parking as at present.
Improvement works on the Kidgate open
space (site 2) as a first phase for a wider

-

functioning it should be for pedestrian

and a market. When the market is not

become exactly that – a place for people

together the publicly owned highways and land
1. Potential early wins

opportunity:

Of these sites, there are differing levels of

Priority sites for attention

requires a unified design treatment that ties

identified as falling into mixed ownership as it

The area around St James’s Church has been

and T)

spaces (sites B, C, G, H, I, J, K, M, O, P, R, S
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transformed with attractive landscaping

The area around St. James’s church could be

Council should take a proactive view to guide
possible future change. Three areas have been
identified as offering tremendous potential.
Schematic sketch proposals help to convey
ideas.

an operational use (notably public parking)
or are in private ownership are not so readily
developable. Because of their strategic
significance to the overall urban design and
regeneration strategy they are nonetheless

Council could open up an exploratory
dialogue as to whether there is scope for
site development. This could be informed
by the sketch proposals which indicate the
potential for a ‘win win’ scheme that could

highlight Queen Street car park (site 5
– developed in conjunction with plans for
The Gatherums), Eastgate car park (site
7), and the small Northgate car park (site
9).

location of the Town Centre parking provision,
together with new pedestrian routes and a
river-side open space, whilst at the same
time potentially comprising a modern
telephone exchange building and other uses
(particularly residential development) that
could help cross-subsidise the scheme.

enhance the setting and improve
pedestrian conditions whilst still
facilitating efficient vehicular movement.
New footways should be provided at
street level west and east of the church,
carriageway widths should be reduced.
Traffic bollards should be removed. The

sites where these undermine the quality of
the streetscape. Two means were suggested,

of traffic circulation and management
changes described in Chapter 4.

either

order to reinstate street frontage a plug gap

potentially far-reaching strategic review

parks to be at least partially developed in

new parking capacity to enable existing car

should be undertaken to potentially create

and streetscape treatment.
c) To undertake and implement the

Chapter 4 established that further work

Square” with comprehensive landscape

entire area should become “Church

that helps correct the imbalance in the

in the shape of a decked parking structure

Church, which could significantly

b) Landscaping works around St James’s

up a fraction of the space. The District

include major public benefits to the Council

replaced with modern equipment that takes

street frontage, in particular we would

of outmoded telephone exchanges being

Elsewhere in the country there is evidence
development would reinstate the

a) Council-owned car parks where partial

implement. These fall into three categories:

a) BT Exchange

nature but constitute places where the District

not so clear-cut and because they either have

priorities for attention, but will take longer to

These are sites that are more speculative in

3. Other possible opportunities

These constitute opportunity sites that are

1. Potential medium term priority sites

imbalance issue.

fundamentally address the parking location

(site 11). Neither of these, however, would

difficulties can be resolved or the Co-op site

structures are Notrhgate (site 8) if access

of existing car parks with multi-storey

Upgate sites. Candidates for intensification

followed by potentially the much smaller

new car parks are firstly the BT Exchange,

We would suggest that priority candidates for

- intensify existing ones

- create new car parks, or

Option 1- Mixed residential development with
surface public car park

A perspective view of option 1 looking northwards

Option 2- Introduces a multi-storey car park
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Queen Street car park (site 5)

upgrading of The Gatherums (site 4) and

the Kidgate car park (site 3) together with

Stairs (site H) and potential development of

encompassing Spring Gardens / Horse

A wider strategy should be developed

b) Spring Gardens
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Street-Kigate area

Outline proposals for Spring Gardens/Queen

seek wider feedback.

nonetheless comprising existing buildings of

These will cover the items listed in Annex A.

for the highway-related proposals in particular.

client team, indicative costings will be prepared

once the principles have been reviewed by the

September. As requested in the project brief,

the Final Report to be submitted on Friday 3rd

Comments will then be drawn together to inform

on Friday 20th August to communicate ideas and

real quality and riverside frontage.

is also to be made to Steering Group members

comments on this first draft report. A presentation

The District Council as client is asked for its

beyond the conservation area boundary but

Outline proposals for Upgate’s regeneration

The existing Upgate area-untapped potential

Chapter 7 – Next steps

The collection of private sites (site ref. R)

d) Charles Street

introduced on Upgate itself

would follow the streetscape improvements

Upgate / Kidgate open space (site 1) and

together with potential re-landscaping of the

be prepared – drawing in sites A, B and C

of contiguous site on Upgate could also

An integrated strategy for the collection

c) Upgate
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132.5

252.5

1514.1

3365.3

2559.5

521.7

1390.7

4497.3

661.8

64.8

3365.3

743.2

308.1

22486

Aswell Street / Kidgate open
space

Kidgate car park

The Gatherums

Queen Street car park

Church Street / Kidgate
open space

Eastgate car park

Large Upgate car park

Small Upgate car park

Eve Street / Northgate open
space

Kiln Lane car park

Cannon Street Car Park

Market Place

Louth Cattle Market

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Site area (m2)

Upgate / Kidgate open
space

Site name

1

Site reference
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Potential to re-landscape as the symbolic focal
space of Louth’s Town Centre
Potential development site for a variety of uses
should an alternative appropriate site be identified
for the cattle market

Level change

Level change and
access difficulties
None

Access difficulties

None

Some access
difficulties
None

Small size constrains
development potential
At least partially
required to support
the adjacent Co-op
store
None

None

Existing cattle market
in operation

Public car park

Public open space

Public car park

Public open space

Public car park

Public car park

Public car park

Public open space

Car park for shared
general Co-op and
general public use
Public car park

Public car park on
non-market days.
Market stalls on
market days.
Cattle Market

East Lindsey DC

East Lindsey DC

East Lindsey DC

East Lindsey DC

East Lindsey DC

East Lindsey DC

East Lindsey DC

East Lindsey DC

East Lindsey DC

East Lindsey DC

East Lindsey DC

Potential development site suitable for a variety of
community / commercial uses with flats above

Although potential development site, probably best
left as public car park. Potential to introduce decked
parking structure

Potential development site (single unit) or improved
landscaped open space

Potential development site – for residential or
mixed commercial / residential uses

Potential decked parking (multi-storey) or
conceivably development site

Potential development site

Although potential development site, probably
best left as public open space, with improved
landscaping

Potential development site and improved
pedestrian thoroughfare to The Gatherurms

Improved landscaped open space. The introduction
of sensitively placed cottages could enhance
natural surveillance and create a positive edge

Although potential development site, probably best
left as car park

Either improved landscaped open space or
small sensitive development (eg. residential or
community use)

East Lindsey DC

East Lindsey DC

East Lindsey DC

Windows of adjacent
end gables

Either improved landscaped open space or
small sensitive development (eg. residential or
community use)

Potential opportunities

Public open space

Constraints
Windows of adjacent
end gables

Existing use
Public open space

Ownership

Appendix A - Opportunity sites and spaces table:public

Vacant premises, Upgate

Former garage, Upgate

Private car park (name?) ,
Kidgate

Private car park (name?) ,
Kidgate

Mercer Row backland

XXXX (shop name?),
Queen Street / Aswell Street

Spring Gardens

Queen Street Clinic

Vacant site, Church Street /
Monks Dyke Head

Development site, Church
Street

Private car park, Queen
Street

Car showroom, Queen
Street

Private car park, Eastgate
Vacant building, Northgate
Private car park, Vickers
Lane

Co-op supermarket,
Northgate

Development site, Charles
Street

BT Exchange, Chequergate

Builders Yard / offices,
Bridge Street backlands

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N
O
P

Q

R

S

T

Site
Site name
reference
A
The King’s Head car park

1559.8

59249

7273.1

8713.4

1280.9
516
87.5

529

431.5

1057.2

500.6

1184.2

1110

138.2

513.9

590.9

346.7

604.4

Private

Private (BT)

Lane occupied by
supermarket building
privately owned by Coop. Adjacent car park
owned by East Lindsey
DC
Private

Private
Private
Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Clinic (tbc whether
NHS)

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private (The King’s
Head Hotel)

757

418.7

Ownership

Site area (m2)

Appendix A - Opportunity sites and spaces table:private

Builders Yard / offices

BT Exchange

Various – partially
derelict. Part existing
residential use

Co-op supermarket
and associated car
parking

Private car park
Vacant building
Private car park

Car showroom

Private car park

Misc (tbc)

Part vacant. One
existing residential
dwelling

Clinic

Part rear servicing,
part derelict

Retail premises

Private parking

Private parking

Private parking

Vacant

Vacant

Private parking

Existing use

Existing accommodation in use

Existing buildings facing onto Charles Street
and the river have real architectural character
and are worthy of conservation. Access
constraints off Charles St – particularly for
HGVs
Existing BT Exchange in operation

Existing Co-op supermarket in operation

Existing private car park in operation
Existing building of architectural quality
Existing private car park in operation

Existing car showroom in operation

Existing private car park in operation

Existing structures

Existing residential dwelling. County highways
sightlines standards

Existing clinic in operation

Significant level change. Continuing need to
facilitate rear servicing and pedestrian cutthrough

Existing retail premises in operation

Existing private parking

Existing private parking

Existing private parking

Existing planning permission for car spare parts
sales

Fairly modern building in good structural order

At least partially used at present for private
parking

Constraints

Potential mixed-use development site if considered in
conjunction with adjacent BT Exchange

Potential mixed-use development site should there
be scope to rationalise exchange equipment.

Potential mixed-use development site. This would
need to be sensitively handled to ensure that
character is retained.

Potential mixed use development site to make more
efficient use of land and relate positively to river
(possibly in conjunction with adjacent potential
development sites)

Potential mixed use development site
Potential conversion
Potential mixed use development site

Potential mixed use development site

Potential mixed use development site

Potential mixed use development site

Potential residential development site

Potential mixed use development site

Potential to replace existing low-grade building with
a higher quality structure befitting its Town Centre
corner location
Potential mixed use development site and enhanced
pedestrian cut-through

Potential mixed use development site, alongside
pedestrian cut-through from Mercer Row

Potential mixed use development site

Potential mixed use development site

Potentially absorbed into larger mixed-use
development site

Potentially absorbed into larger mixed-use
development site

Mixed-use development

Potential opportunities
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Improvements for walking within the town.

report.

realm manual and code recommended in this

further studies such the streetscape / public

lighting and signage including fees for necessary

It will also provide a budget range for dealing with

•

Streetscape improvements and traffic

•

circulation; and

Car parking proposals;

•

costings for:

The Final Report will summarise strategic

Appendix B - Strategic costings of
highway-related proposals
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